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QUESTION 1

What is the operating system requirement to be able to utilize IBM Notes Shared Login on users\\' machines? 

A. The user can run any supported operating system. 

B. The user must run a supported 64-bit only operating system. 

C. The user must have administrative rights on the operating system. 

D. The user must run a supported Microsoft Windows operating system. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the purpose of the "BatchRegFile=C:\temp\serverA.txt" entry in the notes.ini file? 

A. All users will be registered with ServerA as their home server. 

B. When registering users from a text file, this statement will be ignored since the text file is not located in the Notes
Data directory. 

C. When registering users from a text file, the administrators browse for the file to use for registration and then select file
ServerA.txt. 

D. When registering users from a text file, the administrator can import them through the Import Text File button on the
Register Person dialog box, and Notes will not prompt him to browse for the text file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

If a document contains one Readers field containing the name "Martin", another Readers field which is blank, and an
Authors field containing the name "David", who can read the document? 

A. Martin 

B. both Martin and David 

C. neither Martin nor David 

D. everyone who has access to the database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Paula, the IBM Domino administrator, registers new users in IBM Notes and Active Directory at the same time. All
defaults are used, and the entire registration queue is processed. When these users are created, random passwords
are generated and placed in which database? 

A. names.nsf 

B. adminp.nsf 

C. ntsync45.nsf 

D. adsync45.nsf 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator would like to secure internet passwords in his IBM Domino environment. Which feature can the
administrator implement to secure access to internet passwords stored in the Domino Directory? 

A. Use the ACL. 

B. Configure an internet site. 

C. Enforce internet password expiration. 

D. Use the more secure internet password format. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Alex would like to configure a new Mail Policy. How would a Mail policy settings document help him? 

A. A Mail policy settings document will provide a mechanism for setting and enforcing client settings and preferences for
Mail only. 

B. A Mail policy settings document will provide a mechanism for setting and enforcing client settings and preferences for
Calendaring and Scheduling only. 

C. A Mail policy settings document will provide a mechanism for setting and enforcing client settings and preferences for
Mail, Calendaring and Scheduling. 

D. A Mail policy settings document will provide a mechanism for setting and enforcing IBM Notes and Web Mail policies
and configuring POP3 and SMTP Mail services. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7
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Carol is using the Assign Policy tool to assign an explicit policy to a selected group and chooses the options to allow
replacement of policies and to apply policies in the Policy document. What is the result of this action? 

A. This replaces existing explicit policy assignments for each group member and their Person documents are updated to
reflect the newly assigned policy. 

B. This replaces only existing explicit policy assignments that conflict with the newly created explicit policy assignment
and Person document links are added to the Policy document. 

C. This migrates existing explicit policy assignments to a dynamic policy assignment for the group members and
removes any explicit policy assignments from their Person document.  

D. This replaces any organizational policies assigned to the group members with the newly assigned explicit policy and
decreases the numeric precedence value in the Policy document. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What should an administrator do when enabling the Purge Interval Replication Control for a database? 

A. Ensure that the the database is at ODS 43. 

B. Ensure that there are no replication formulas on the database. 

C. Verify that the database design is inherited from a mail template. 

D. Verify all documents she expects to replicate in have replicated in. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Sophia is applying ID encryption. What is the strongest level of ID encryption Sophia can mandate through a policy? 

A. 128-bit RC2 

B. 512-bit AES 

C. 256-bit AES 

D. 128-bit AES 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the easiest method to disable read return receipts for all incoming emails on a server? 
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A. Advise users to disable return receipts in their Mail Preferences. 

B. Read return receipts are part of the SMTP and cannot be disabled. 

C. Disable the "Return receipts" option in the Configuration Settings document of the server. 

D. Enforce the "Disable return receipts" setting in a mail settings policy and apply to all users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Janie is a user whose ID is stored in an ID vault. She requested a name change, and the administrator has completed
the rename process. What does Janie need to do in order to use the new name? 

A. She will be prompted to reject or accept the name change. 

B. She will need to enter her password when prompted to finalize the name change. 

C. She will accept the change and resend the ID to the ID vault in order to use the new name. 

D. Name changes occur without user interaction for users whose IDs are stored in an ID vault. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the correct way to create the credential store application? 

A. Use Keymgmt commands. 

B. Use Cstoremgmt commands. 

C. Create the application manually using the credstore.ntf template. 

D. Create the application manually using the websecuritystore.ntf template. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

The user Joe Bloggs/Finance/Acme has changed departments and needs to be recertified to Joe Bloggs/Sales/Acme.
What certificates does the administrator need access to in order to perform this operation? 

A. Sales/Acme 

B. Finance/Acme 

C. Finance/Acme and Sales/Acme 

D. Finance/Acme, Sales/Acme and Acme 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Pedro wants to register 130 new users on the IBM Domino server. Juan has recommended that he should create a User
Registration policy. Which statement given by Juan is true with regard to creating a User Registration policy? 

A. A User Registration policy will significantly increase the time Pedro spends registering new users. 

B. A User Registration policy limits Pedro to only four common options in order to get a new user registered. 

C. A User Registration policy will not allow Pedro to set common options to be used while registering a new user within
Domino. 

D. A User Registration policy will allow Pedro to standardize common options across new users such as internet domain
and email address format. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

What is a requirement for implementing the IBM Notes password expiration of Notes users? 

A. Notes shared login must be enabled. 

B. Users must have their ID in the Notes ID vault. 

C. Password checking must be enabled on the IBM Domino server. 

D. Password expiration must be configured via a Policy and Person document. 

Correct Answer: C 
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